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Welcome address: Jointly by the HOST from Fagus Grecon and Mr Manfred Junkert, 

Managing Director, MODEUROP 
In his welcome address, the host said that “Fagus-GreCon Greten GmbH & Co. KG is a privately held 

company located in Alfeld/Hanover, Germany. The Fagus business unit is foremost in the manufacturing and 

development of shoe lasts. The GreCon business unit is the market leader in the manufacturing and 

development of measuring equipment and fire protection systems for many kinds of industries - among others 

for the wood-based panels industry. “Mr Junkert thanked the host for inviting the MODEUROP members to the 

UNESCO World heritage Centre and also thanked the host and all members for their participation. He said 

that a very lively two-day programmed was planned for the members during their stay in Alfeld. 

 

  
 

Trends for Autumn Winter 18/19 season as seen at LINEAPELLE 

Trends Lineapelle A/W 18/19 
By: Ms Marga Indra Heide, MODEUROP Fashion Pool 

Lively attendance at the trade fair and lots of nice collections. The tense economic climate in many countries 

is perceptible but here it is still very much business ‘as usual’. 

 

  



Opulence and glamour continue to impact the new collections, albeit to a perhaps lesser extent than last 

winter. Or have we already got so used to opulence that we don’t even notice its spread anymore?! 

Metallics were still very much in evidence though always somewhat darker and more subdued – not so high-

gloss anymore and with a tad more antique ageing! The ModEurop colour theme REFLECTION has very much 

tapped into this material trend.  

The transition between grey/silver and gold/brass/bronze/copper is very fluid, accentuated by iridescent 

effects. Prints, fine embossing and laser cuts are part of this picture.  

These colours look very neutral and are very versatile, being especially suited to combinations with other 

materials – from velvet to velour or technical fabrics. 

 

Velvet Touch: the most striking theme, though, were the wonderful, dark velvety colours that ModEurop has 

summed up in the PASSION theme. Very feminine, sensitive and decorative colours that are full of passion – in 

focus here are dark red and purple nuances (like raspberry, purple and wine), teamed with petrol (peacock) 

and ultramarine, obviously also accompanied by black or anthracite. Incidentally, the addition of a 

somewhat darker mix made up of nude and taupe is also interesting. 

Short and long pile velvet/velveteen is the big trend theme for A/W 18/19! Velvet not only as a classic but 

often also printed with flowers, ornamentation, lace looks as well as 3D effects featuring lozenge or other 

graphic motifs. Flocked materials are also key. 

Add to this brocade, jacquards and other lavish fabrics that underline this decorative opulence.  

And what else goes better with velvet or patent leather? Patent leather is clearly gaining importance. But it 

has to be soft and supple. It can also be slightly crushed or creased.  

 

The PERFORMANCE colour theme with more intense colours like warm yellow (curry), blue (pacific), red (chilli), 

green (olive or winter green) supplemented by natural brown (nutmeg) or grey (smoke) featured at many 

trade fair stands. A palette that refreshingly displays more colour again and that can also be well translated 

into prints – for instance in the form of checks. Leather in these colours is always soft. Fine nappa as well as 

nubuk or suede and pull-up effects are typical. 

When it comes to material trends the many animal skins and furs also need a mention. A good topic is double 

face / shearling. Otherwise almost always fleece and fake fur. Short or even long pile!  In natural colouring 

but often also in cheeky, bold colours. All of this is then topped off by special metallic effects that are applied 

to the fur tips.  

 

Basically, the proportion of technical materials is constantly increasing!  The list of exhibitors supplying these 

products is growing all the time and collections are becoming ever more imaginative. 

 

Alongside sporty, technical fabrics like mesh and neoprene etc. knitwear and stretch effects are playing an 

ever increasing role.  

 

 
  



Top Colours for MODEUROP Autumn Winter 18/19 season 
 

 
 

BESTSELLERS FLASH COLOURS 
1. Olive 

2. Ultramarine + Smoke + Muscat 

1. Purple 

2. Curry 

3. Chili + Raspberry 

 

Debate and Discussions on New Colours and Material Trends: Dr Claudia Schulz 

  

 
Discussions covering the importance and performance of the following colours, materials, structures by top 

retailing brands: 

 Wine Red, Rich Purple, Velvet & Suede, Patent & Structure, Brit Brown Style, Green-Olive-Bottle green, 

Metallics, Opaque and Antique finishes, Bronze & Bras, Silver & Platinum. 

 Flash Colours: Nude, Agave and Pink 

 Fun Materials: Fur, Crazy Colours, Winter White 



Tour of FAGUS Grecon: UNESCO World Heritage Centre 
 

 

  

  
 



Bags: Spring Summer 2019 
Presentation by Mr Martin Wutke, next guru now! 

 

  
 

Mr Wutke described the Bag Trends for Spring Summer 2019 season as being joyous and mixed up. From hard 

to soft, from bella Donna to Gym-girl. Rejuvenation vs. tradition. 

 

Wear Art, Be Different 
Presentation by: Md Sadiq, CSIR-CLRI, India 

 

 
 

  
 

Mr Sadiq explained that The state of complexity of our times inspires positive simplicity as much as passionate 

determination and hence the Colours of Summer 2019 season tend towards warm nuances. 

He presented the Evolution of Colours, the Key Points and the Material Textures for the Spring Summer 2019 

season.  



Colour Trends S/S 2019 
Presentation by Ms Marga Indra Heide & Mr Gebhard Mueller 

 

  

 
 

Anything goes! There are no limits – for either colours or materials. ‘No limits – for no-one & nobody!’ 

You can feel something big happening here. Thinking out of the box, more daring to do something new while 

retreating into all things proven and familiar at the same time.   



Though ever key here is the interplay of colour and the corresponding materials. It is this symbiosis that creates 

new possibilities and looks that become a creative challenge for all of us! Add to this the ever stronger 

competition “Leather vs. High-Tech”.  The positive impact of high-intensity colours is undisputed and the 

importance of colours – be they loud, neutral or feminine and delicate – is all the more pivotal for summer 

2019.  

After colour was very much pushed to the background by shimmer and gloss with the opulent materials 

dominating the past seasons, it is back with a vengeance now: “Back to Colours” and their power, character 

and positive message.  

The new colours are bold, large-surface and infectiously refreshing. Alongside this, there are, of course, also 

delicate, soft colour schemes heralding a comeback of femininity. Neutrals focus on understatement and 

there is subtle colour harmony very much characterised by a love of nature.   

 

 

CLOSENESS TO NATURE / EARTHINESS 

Our responsibility and closeness to nature is reflected here. 

 

 
 

You can virtually feel this longing for all things real, our cultural roots are de-discovered and you feel and 

sense a global awareness and responsibility for mother earth.  

The result is a wonderful declaration of love to summer and experiencing it in the great outdoors.  

We see a warm, sunny picture before us: living in the countryside, wide cornfields, sunflowers, earth and plants 

– reminiscent of Provence, of paintings by Van Gogh.  This is where we find our ‘life balance’, where we feel 

satisfaction and well-being. The sense of tradition and attachment to your home region is evoked; in the 

widest sense this theme is about our health, nutrition, sustainability and how we handle our resources. ‘Organic 

living’.  

 

Colours come in an extensive palette of sunny, warm yellow tones on the verge of orange and brown. Add 

to this green shades reminiscent of dried grass and herbs. The aura of the sun and fields with meadow grasses 

gently swaying in the wind can literally be felt. Inspirations come care of old herbal archives or memories of 

carefree childhood days spent in the country that can also foster these creative emotions and ideas. These 



inspirations are translated into prints and surface textures, typically featuring mille-fleur, herbage prints, subtle 

ornaments or simple textures with a “lived-in” patina.  

Even the materials follow nature’s blueprint: raffia and sisal, straw, wax, cork, wood, bamboo, cords etc.  

Braiding and embossing are typical elements. The new 3D technologies promise interesting approaches for 

translating these ideas borrowed from tradition and rural folklore in such a way that they are honest and 

genuine while projecting look & lifestyle into the future at the same time.    

 

 

ECCENTRIC    

Living life to the full in a permanently connected world!  

 

 
 

Joie de vivre, energy and power even though this takes some courage. Enjoying the here and now while also 

having visions for the future, for the ‘Lab of Life’ – this is the message these colours send!  

Our everyday lives are increasingly characterised by social media. We define ourselves by our online 

appearance, live out both our private and/or professional lives online. As a result, looks and appearances are 

becoming more and more important. This may sound superficial but underscores the contrast to the other 

two colour themes that are more introverted.   

Here, however, fakes are permitted. As long as they are fun and catch the eye. Preferably somewhat 

overdone, excessively styled. Inspired by modern paintings, LEDs and screen shots or nocturnal club life 

psychedelic effects are produced full of extravagance and glamour.   

 

The colour palette follows two directions:  

On the one hand, there are the red tones from rosé, pink to red. Acting as a counterpart is a strong violet plus 

blue and green variations! A loud and cheeky tonal landscape that makes all types of colour and material 

excesses possible.  These tones are sharp, clear-cut – not classical primary colours! Active colours that are 

often presented in a monochrome way – colour as a total look – from head to toe. This stands out and is new. 

Needless to say, creative colour blocking is also possible and there are unforeseen, virtual colour mixtures. 

Prints are becoming even more fancy, wild and extreme. Real motifs are ever harder to identify and 

categorise thanks to digital technologies. These new technologies call for new codes and the world of bits, 



bytes and pixels brings about ombrés, colour motifs and image transitions our eyes have never seen before. 

Artificial and shiny fabrics dominate the material selection and technical finishes – be they vinyl or patent, 

metallic, mirroring or transparent – anything goes!  

 

TIMELESSNESS / ENDLESSNESS 

A never-ending story – timeless!  

 

 
 

This is an exquisite theme thriving on understatement. ‘Get smart’! Urban and formal, it promises precious 

looks, classy colour tableaux with clean, delicate neutrals and classic contrasts. 

The background to this theme is education, heritage, art and culture. One might think of sculptures, museums 

and architecture, of ateliers, little workshops. But a look to the future will not come off badly either. Research, 

labs, technology with their rather cool charisma also fit the picture.  

 

This is a laid-back colour theme – very exciting and yet sophisticated: very feminine and subtle, on the one 

hand, and very modern and hip, on the other, at times even in an all-classic transposition. The focus here is 

on a tender, fragile tonality based on neutrals. A typical element is the interplay of light and shadow. 

Light/dark contrast or monochrome schemes are often-cited variations of this colour theme. Black and white 

are a given while dark blue is and will become even more important: ‘Indigo goes Black’.  These dark 

essentials are complemented by light cream, grey, and nude hues.    

 

The mix of modernity and classic elements is often also seen in the materials found here: innovative, 

lightweight summer wool fabrics and smart fibre mixtures but also exquisite silky materials and high-quality 

cotton blends.  Poplin, velvet or jersey but also soft nappa and nubuck leather have been technically refined 

and given novel finishes. Incidentally, shine is still part of the game. ‘Technology is chic’! 

 

COLOUR SELECTION 
 

Members of the MODEUROP Fashion Pool assembled to pick the colours for the Spring Summer 2019 season 

in the above three colour group. 



  

  

  

  
 



MODEUROP flash: Spring Summer 2019 season 

“Winning Colours from India” 
 

At the MODEUROP Roundtable and Colour Club Meeting held for the Spring Summer 2019 season in Alfeld, 

Germany during 17-18 October 2017;  

 15 out of 22 colours selected in the ‘Shoes & Accessories’ category and  

 8 out of 10 colours selected in the Leather Garments’ category  

feature from India. 

 

SHOES & ACCESSORIES 
No Country Tannery Code Colour Name Re-christened as 

EARTHINESS 

1. ITALY Biokimica Nubuk AUANA WHEAT 

2. GERMANY Richard Hoffmans Campabuk GODIVA SUN 

3. GERMANY Richard Hoffmans Palmer ORANGE TERRA 

4. ITALY Biokimika Nubuk OLIVE HOP 

5. ITALY Biokimica Velour OLIVE SAGE 

6. INDIA Veera Tanneries 09.05 CASHEW LEAF WOOD 

7. INDIA Alina 01.19 JAVA COFFEE 

ECCENTRIC 

8. INDIA ATH Leder Fabrik 02.70 ROCK CANDY PINK 

9. INDIA Alina 01.05 HABERNA GOLD YELLOW 

10. INDIA Tata India Limited 21.06 TANGY GREEN APPLE 

11. INDIA Good Leather Company 11.16 CRAZY TURQUOISE 2 POOL 

12. INDIA Tata India Limited 21.35 FUNKY VIOLET LILAC 

13. ITALY Biokimika Snake AQUA MARINE TURQUOISE 

14. GERMANY Richard Hoffmans Hobbit MOOSE ELECTRIC 

15. INDIA ATH Leder Fabrik 02.35 FIRE LIPSTICK 

ENDLESSNESS 

16. INDIA Alina 01.04 BRIGHT WHITE CHALK 

17. INDIA Drish Shoes Limited 08.06 BABY PINK POWDER 

18. INDIA Forward Leather Company 10.15 NAVY INK 

19. INDIA P A Footwear 15.37 BLUE FOX CLOUD 

20. INDIA Genuine 05.18 SANDSTONE SAND 

21. INDIA Tata India Limited 21.24 FOSSIL FOSSIL 

22. INDIA KH Exports 12.12 BLACK COAL 

 

LEATHER GARMENTS 
No Country Tannery Code Colour Name Re-christened as 

EARTHINESS 

LG 1. INDIA Good Leather Company 11.30 POLLEN CAMEL 

LG 2. INDIA Sura Leathers 20.04 M. OLIVE KHAKI 

LG 3. INDIA Mathi Leathers 13.02 FOX NUT 

ECCENTRIC 

LG 4. ITALY Biokimika Vernicetta BARBIE CANDY 

LG 5 INDIA K H Exports 12.28 RED FIRE 

LG 6. INDIA Tata India Ltd 21.03 CRAZY TURQUOISE SURF 

ENDLESSNESS 
LG 7. ITALY Biokimika Nubuk TALCO EGG SHELL 

LG 8. INDIA Tata India Limited 21.25 SENTIENT AURA BLUSH 

LG 9. INDIA Genuine 05.14 BURLAP DUNE 

LG 10. INDIA KH Exports 12.11 NAVY SEA 

 

CSIR-CLRI will endeavour to release the MODEUROP Colour Card for the Spring Summer 

2019 season ‘first in Kanpur’ on 28th November 2017 at a CLE dissemination programme. 

 


